
The Right Fit for Higher Education

How to supercharge ITSM and get time back in 
your day by automating mundane tasks. 
Includes 10 real-life stories of how  IT leaders  
have made this a reality.

AUTOMATE IT
P L A Y B O O K
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Stop spinning your wheels 
on mundane, repetitive 
tasks that should be 
automated.

Here are 10 real stories of how companies are saving time with automation 
and IT service managementwithout further draining valuable resources.
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‘We Are Resource Deprived’

“We don’t have enough IT professionals, anywhere – 
there’s a huge drain and we’re all experiencing this.” 

– ANGELA NERIA, CIO PITTSBURG STATE UNIVERSITY

We are all experiencing this…
Reduced budgets and limited resources aren’t new problems. We hear it over and over -  
there is a significant shortage of resources. Between the great resignation, the move to remote  
work and the increased demand for resources to support a mobile workforce, we now have a situation  
where the IT service desk can’t keep up.  Meanwhile, demand for these resources outside of just ticket triage  
is high, so how can we put more time in the day, and remove the mundane, repetitive tasks that not only steal  
all the hours – they also bring down morale and further contribute to great the resignation?

This eBook highlights examples of how no-code automation with the right ITSM platform can help.
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“We are looking at where we can automate 
more manual tasks so we can take what’s 

already an overallocated workforce and make 
sure we are allocating them to things that 

require more specialized expertise 
and a human touch.”

- VIKKI MASSEY, DEPUTY CIO, UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE HEALTH SCIENCE CENTER
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Nutrabolt Automates Ticket Assignment,  
Creation of Accounts, Tracking and More 
“We had a help desk tool in place, but it was not purposefully built,” explains 
Mark Dittenber, Director of IT at Nutrabolt. “It was very generic, and there was 
no discipline in the use of it.” Mark and his staff needed a highly flexible and 
customizable platform that could support new IT processes with automated 
workflows now, and into the future as the company’s IT operations continued  
to mature 

“I liked the lightweight nature of TeamDynamix, as well as its ability to scale 
with our needs,” he observes. Mark and his Team were able to implement 
TeamDynamix in a matter of weeks. They began with IT service management and 
have now expanded to include project management.  All the configurations and 
automation are created without any technical resources on a no-code platform.

“Before, handing off service requests from one IT Teammate to 
another was a manual process that involved multiple email exchanges. 

Now, those handoffs occur automatically within the platform. Our 
communication is better, and we’re missing fewer things.” 

– MARK DITTENBER, DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Supercharged ITSM with Automation: 

Within TeamDynamix, Mark and his Team established customized forms and 
automated workflows to create network accounts, assign rights and privileges 
to new teammates, submit and track service requests, request and approve IT 
changes, provision new devices, and more.  As they create new IT processes 
from the ground up, they’re also building out a knowledge base and a self-
service portal. Having thoughtfully crafted processes in place — and the right 
enterprise service platform to support them — has already made a big impact 
in just a few months.  We really notice this when we onboard new teammates, 
they are ramping much faster.

Nutrabolt replaced Microsoft System Center Service 
Manager with TeamDynamix
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“TeamDynamix had all of the advanced functionality the 
other products had but didn’t require the need for a full 

FTE to manage and support the product.”
- FRANK FEAR, CIO COVENANT HEALTHCARE

Covenant Health Drives Faster Response  
Time with Ticket Scorecards 
One of the top issues reported by IT service 
management teams is they lack visibility into where 
anything is, and communication is lacking. Reports 
and dashboards are non-existent, or they take 
forever to run. That’s why it’s so important to have a 
highly configurable ITSM system with easy-to-build 
reporting (no technical resources required), custom 
dashboards and desktops.

Covenant Healthcare Drives Down 
Ticket Volume

Covenant HealthCare knew their IT department 
needed a better way to manage tickets and projects 
as the technology needs of employees, doctors, 
nurses and patients continue to evolve and grow, so 
they turned to TeamDynamix for help.  Covenant has 

“Once we saw the 
scorecards the 

team responded by 
driving down  

the number of open 
tickets... they’re 

paying attention to 
how many tickets 
they are closing a 
day and utilizing 
tasks and tickets 

to help determine 
their workload.”

- RAYMOND HALL, TECHNOLOGY 
MANAGER AT COVENANT HEALTH

been able to support the growing digital demands  
of healthcare.  The team is enjoying custom 
dashboards and daily scorecards where they  
can easily view ticket data and drill down.  

Low Admin Burden: Easy to Configure 
Without Technical Resources

Given that the platform is highly configurable,  
the team was able to easily build out the  
dashboards, reports & scorecards – without  
using technical resources. 

Covenant Healthcare Migrated from 
BMC Remedy to TeamDynamix.
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Streamlining Workflow

The Gratz Bank is using TeamDynamix to automate and streamline workflows 
for delivering IT service, managing projects and change requests, and tracking 
technology assets. “It’s a very configurable tool,” says Project Manager  
Katie Hayes. 

Custom Forms, Ticket Routing, Project Tracking  
& Change Management

The Gratz Bank was outsourcing its IT service to a third-party provider. However, 
IT leaders found that this practice didn’t give them the visibility they needed to 
plan effectively for meeting the bank’s current technology needs or anticipating 
future requirements.

Hayes has set up forms within the TeamDynamix platform for employees 
to request IT service tickets, projects or changes. These forms collect the 
information needed to understand the nature of a request and then route it 
automatically to the appropriate team members, “It is flexible at a very good 
price point.”  

Gratz Bank moved the IT Service Desk In-house and  
brought in TeamDynamix.

Gratz Bank Automates IT with Routing, Tracking, 
Change Control and More

“We now have a robust help desk 
application available, we have 

more visibility and can plan 
for our IT needs.”

- KATIE HAYES, PROJECT MANAGER, GRATZ BANK
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City governments must serve their citizens effectively, often with limited staff. The TeamDynamix enterprise service management (ESM) platform plays a critical 
role in helping multiple branches of the City of Avondale, Arizona, government work better together. With a more efficient organization, the city can respond to 
citizens’ needs faster and more effectively. By leveraging a single portal with automated request routing and workflows, the team can be more responsive and 
transparent with citizens.

City of Avondale Leverages Portal, Automations 
Across Departments For Better, Faster Service

Streamlining the Employee On-boarding Process

TeamDynamix is helping to improve interdepartmental collaboration. For 
example, onboarding new employees is a multistep process that used to be 
quite cumbersome. Once new hires have completed all of the paperwork 
required by HR, they also need network privileges from IT. They have to be 
added to the city’s payroll system, and they need access to the building  
from Facilities. 

This process used to involve a lot of paper shuffling, and it could take a 
while to complete. Now, the entire workflow can be initiated with a single 
service request that is routed to the various departments automatically. 
“We can make sure we’re addressing all of our needs expeditiously,” says 
Scheetz. Having an automated system that keeps everyone on the same 
page has made working remotely much easier for city employees during the 
pandemic. Although in-person operations have resumed, “if someone needs 
to work from home, we can easily accommodate that now,” Scheetz says.

Making a ‘Huge Difference’

TeamDynamix has not only helped streamline workflows and improve 
communication among city employees; it also provides key insights that help 
leaders manage their departments more effectively. “We can see trends and 
patterns that help us deploy our limited resources in a more intelligent manner,” 
Scheetz explains.

Leaders can see how much time various tasks are taking, so they can plan better 
for the future— by justifying additional hires or reassigning staff to other projects, 
for example. Leaders can also see which service categories are getting the most 
requests, which helps with resource allocation as well as troubleshooting. If 
there are a lot of support tickets related to a certain piece of software, this might 
indicate that staff needs more training on how to use it, or it might be time to 
look for a system that’s easier to use. Having this insight allows IT and other 
departments to be more proactive in solving problems.

Avondale replaced HEAT (Ivanti) with TeamDynamix.

“Everybody has a limited staff. Having a system like TeamDynamix makes a huge difference… 
We have better communication now, and tickets are getting handled much faster. The platform 

saves everyone a lot of time and helps us make sure that nothing gets lost in the shuffle.”
– JEFF SCHEETZ, CIO
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“By creating these workflows we can save a 
significant amount of time. Previously we’ve 

had situations where system access has held up 
a ticket so having the automated approval and 

access granted through automation has helped us 
avoid those issues. It’s been a big win for us.”

- DERRICK HARGROVE, OFFICE OF INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY WINSTON-SALEM UNIVERSITY
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At Western University of Health Sciences, David Mitchell and his team are using 
codeless automation to save technicians time and improve efficiencies. “We are 
looking at what can save our technicians time, what are we already doing that 
may be more efficient with iPaaS and what systems do we need to integrate with 
iPaaS,” Mitchell, Enterprise Application Administrator said. 

WesternU started by automating simple tasks with iPaaS, things like automatic 
VPN access for approved users, keeping assets up to date and reconciling data 
between Active Directory and Banner. “A lot of these tasks aren’t tasks that are 
necessarily hard for anyone to do manually, it’s more that they are repetitive 
and time-consuming.” And for Mitchell and WesternU, that’s been one of the 
biggest draws for iPaaS.

“You know, we don’t have a DeLorean to get time back,” Mitchell said, 
referencing the popular time travel trilogy Back to the Future. “But we do  
have iPaaS.”

WesternU Saving Time with Codeless Automation
Synchronizing Ellucian Banner and the Active 
Directory

WesternU is using iPaaS to keep records in sync between Ellucian Banner 
and Active Directory.

Banner is the institution’s record keeper for student and employee records, 
but the data in the Banner student information system (SIS) doesn’t 
always match the data in Active Directory. To resolve this, Mitchell and his 
team built a workflow, using the Oracle SQL connector, to connect to their 
database and retrieve the information on file and make sure it matches the 
data in Active Directory. If it doesn’t match, it updates the data so it does.

By automating tasks, especially the repetitive ones, Mitchell said their 
technicians now have time to focus their attention on bigger issues.

For Mitchell, the codeless drag and drop functionality of iPaaS has really 
enabled him and his team to move quickly and creatively when it comes 
to building new workflows. “I’m not a programmer at all,” Mitchell said. “I 
don’t know the programming languages, I’m kind of illiterate when it comes 
to that, but I like to call iPaaS Lego programming because you just snap 
everything together and it works.”

WesternU replaced HEAT (Ivanti) with TeamDynmamix.

“A lot of these tasks aren’t tasks that 
are necessarily hard for anyone to 

do manually, it’s more that they are 
repetitive and time-consuming.”

- DAVID MITCHELL, ENTERPRISE APPLICATION ADMINISTRATOR

“I’m not a programmer at all. I don’t know the programming languages, I’m kind of illiterate 
when it comes to that, but I like to call iPaaS Lego programming because you just snap 

everything together and it works.”     - DAVID MITCHELL
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Easy Admin with No-Code Configuration Reduces Drain 
on IT Resources and Reduces Total Cost of Ownership

Prior to TeamDynamix, Saint Louis University was using another tool for 
IT service management (ITSM), but the product was complex and hard to 
manage. Configuring the system required specialized coding ability, and the 
university struggled to hire and retain the staff needed to administer it.

As a result, when IT service leaders wanted to make changes to the system, 
they would contract this work out to a third-party provider. “It would take at 
least a month to get any changes completed,” says Cid Cardoz, director of end-
user IT services for the university. “We were willing to go back to the drawing 
board to see if we could find a solution that worked better for our needs.”

Migration to No-Code for Faster Deployment of 
Workflows & Automation

Now, with the no-code TeamDynamix platform, Cardoz and his team don’t have 
to wait months to make changes, “we’re able to make changes on the fly and 
come up with solutions very quickly,” he says. “We have been making changes 
ever since we started using the system, adding new services to our service 
catalog—and the platform’s no-code nature makes this so much easier.”

White-Glove Service Paves the Way for a Smooth ITSM 
System Migration

Implementing a new ITSM platform can be challenging, but Birmingham called 
the TeamDynamix implementation “a great experience.”

Saint Louis University Creates an Agile,  
Efficient Service Desk with Codeless ITSM

“What caught my eye was the no-code 
nature of the platform because that 

meant we could have anybody administer 
it without programming knowledge.”

- CID CARDOZ, DIRECTOR OF END-USER IT SERVICES

“It was a little hard for me in the beginning,” he explains, “because I was a 
fish out of water working with ITSM. Thankfully, with the guidance of the 
TeamDynamix implementation team, the learning that took place from the 
ground up was very helpful. Their patience was amazing, and their knowledge 
of all aspects of the tool was astounding. They were able to answer questions 
about our processes and how to improve those using TeamDynamix. Their 
ability to think outside the box and show how we could configure the tool to 
mimic the success of other organizations was incredible.”

Within a few months, SLU had rolled out TeamDynamix with a service catalog 
of some 30 to 40 different types of service requests. Currently, Cardoz and his 
team are implementing the platform’s asset management features, and when 
that’s done, they will configure the tool for managing projects as well.

At Saint Louis University, TeamDynamix has improved efficiency and given 
leaders greater insight into the delivery of IT service, resulting in a much more 
connected enterprise. “We have our future in our hands with TeamDynamix,” 
Birmingham concludes. “It’s been a very valuable tool for us.”

Saint Louis University replaced ServiceNow with 
TeamDynamix.
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Oklahoma City Expedites Response Time with  
Self-Service Portals and Automated Ticket Assignment
ITSM Everyone Loves to Use 
Prior to TeamDynamix, Oklahoma City was using a ticketing application that 
gave employees very limited visibility into the status of their service requests. 
Employees had to be connected to the city network to create and update service 
tickets, which was inconvenient for IT technicians working remotely. In addition, 
services that required the completion of routine tasks by multiple groups within 
IT had to be manually routed by employees.

Using TeamDynamix has brought more efficiency to IT service for city employees. 
With help from the new ITSM platform, Oklahoma City has built a self-service 
portal to meet employees’ IT needs more effectively. 

 Now, city employees can initiate a service request from wherever they are using 
their phone or any other internet-connected device. Employees have more 
visibility into the status of their requests, and IT managers have comprehensive 
insight into how their department is doing.  

“The feedback we’ve gotten is that everyone loves TeamDynamix,” Business 
Systems Manager Dusty Borchardt says. “This is the first IT Service Management 
platform we’ve implemented that everyone loves to use.”

Expediting Response Time with Self-Service Portals
Using TeamDynamix, Oklahoma City IT staff have created a self-service portal 
linked to an expanding knowledge base. City employees can find answers to 
common problems and frequently asked questions within the knowledge base, 
and if they can’t resolve their own issue, they can submit a service request 
through the portal. Based on the nature of the problem they describe; their 
request is routed automatically to the appropriate IT team for a response.

“Our goal is that use of the self-service portal will continue to grow, reducing 
our call volume and emails to the IT service desk,” Borchardt says. Automated 
workflows also ensure that important tasks aren’t overlooked when IT staff are 

“This is the first IT service management 
platform we’ve implemented that 

everyone loves to use.”
- DUSTY BORCHARDT , BUSINESS SYSTEMS MANAGER

busy. For instance, when new city employees are hired, there are many steps in the 
onboarding process. With TeamDynamix, the entire workflow can be initiated with 
a single service request that is routed to the various departments automatically. 
The same is true for requesting purchases and managing IT contracts.

 “Before TeamDynamix, we had employees emailing requests directly to our 
administrative group within IT, and that was causing some issues,” Borchardt 
says. “Sometimes requests would fall through the cracks, and months would go 
by without anyone noticing.”

‘Fantastic’ Implementation with Knowledge Transfer 
Borchardt describes the implementation process itself as “fantastic.”  

“We worked side by side with the TeamDynamix team to configure the system. 
The TeamDynamix consultants taught us every aspect of the platform as we 
progressed through the system setup,” he explains. “This helped us understand 
not only how to use it, but more importantly, how to think about the system 
strategically. It was an immediate transfer of knowledge on how the system 
works across all areas.”

The City of Oklahoma City moved off Microsoft System 
Center Service Manager and brought in TeamDynamix.
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The 330,000 members of Kern Family Health Care, a Medi-Cal managed care 
health plan serving residents of Kern County, California, rely on high-quality 
service for their patient care. Delivering on this promise isn’t possible without 
an efficient project management team to administer the 30-plus active projects 
that Kern Health Systems has going at any given time.

Before TeamDynamix, Kern Health Systems was using another project 
management tool, but it wasn’t meeting the organization’s needs. LaVonne 
Banks, director of Kern Health Systems’ enterprise project management  
office (EPMO), wanted a flexible yet affordable project portfolio management 
(PPM) system.

‘Incomparable’ Value
Using TeamDynamix brings greater transparency to the project management 
process. It also saves Banks and her staff a great deal of time when they want to 
understand the status of projects and report this to organizational leaders.

Kern Health Systems Gains Visibility, Control Over 
Projects for a Lower Total Cost of Ownership

“I love the platform’s reporting features,” she says. “They’re super easy to use. 
Being able to pull reports and quickly see real-time data is wonderful.”

Another key benefit of TeamDynamix is that it helps EPMO staff get out ahead of 
potential issues before they become full-blown problems. While some challenges 
are beyond the control of project managers, having greater insight makes it more 
likely that projects will be completed on time and under budget.

“We can quickly identify resource constraints and make adjustments when 
unexpected circumstances arise,” Banks says. “Because we can identify these 
issues earlier, we have a better chance of staying on top of resource management.”

Better transparency leads to more accountability and, ultimately, a higher success 
rate on projects.

When you consider that project portfolio management tools can cost several 
times as much for similar features and functionality, “the value of TeamDynamix is 
incomparable,” Banks concludes.

Kern Health Systems replaced Remedy with TeamDynamix.

“The value of TeamDynamix is incomparable.”    - LAVONNE BANKS, KERN HEALTH SYSTEMS
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“We’re really focused on technology  
that removes friction from the  

customer experience.” 
- RALPH DIVITO, TEAM LEADER OF TECHNOLOGY AND BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE,  

RAYMOUR & FLANIGAN

Raymour & Flanigan migrated from JIRA to TeamDynamix.
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With a community of 46,000 students and 25,000 faculty and staff on the University of 
Michigan’s Ann Arbor campus alone, providing high-quality, collaborative IT services 
is a significant undertaking. It requires well-designed tools and processes that are 
laser-focused on customer service and aligned with the university’s goals.

Ease of Administration

The enterprise site licensing model allows us to have more people resolving service 
tickets, resulting in improved problem resolution and an improved experience for 
students, faculty, and staff. The platform also allows for distributed management. 
This was helpful in setting up ticketing applications for multiple units across  
the university. 

University units such as Facilities and Operations, Shared Services, and the School 
for Environment and Sustainability have their own applications within the platform 
for fulfilling service requests. TeamDynamix ITSM allows units to manage their own 
ticketing applications by developing the detailed forms and workflows they need  
to support their own processes.

The combination of simplified processes, clear business objectives, and an 
appropriate tool to support them has resulted in improved IT service for faculty,  
staff, and students across the entire U-M community. 

The University of Michigan migrated from ServiceNow  
to TeamDynamix.

University of Michigan Saves Money, Improves 
Efficiencies with Workflows

“The enterprise site licensing model allows us to have more people resolving service 
tickets, resulting in improved problem resolution.”
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SUNY Brockport Reduces Overhead,  
Complexity with New ITSM
SUNY Brockport had an ITSM system that was cumbersome to use, 
prompting them to switch to an easy-to-use platform that meets their needs 
for an agile, low-code/no-code solution. When the coronavirus pandemic 
forced colleges to shift suddenly to remote learning during the spring 2020 
semester, IT staff at SUNY Brockport,  quickly revised their institution’s 
service catalog — making it easier for staff and students to find critical 
support. Such a swift response never would have been possible with the IT 
service management platform the university was using before.

Reducing Complexity and Overhead

With SUNY Brockport’s old IT service management system, changes to the 
service catalog and to workflows and permissions had to be programmed. 
Integration with third-party software tools required the university to hire an 
outside consultant. Even the end-user interface was complicated, making 
it hard for users to check the status of service requests. “When we looked 
at our costs over time, we realized we were spending the equivalent of an 
entire full-time employee just managing our old system and making changes 
as needed,” Director of Information Technology Services Stephen Cook says.

In searching for alternatives, SUNY Brockport discovered that TeamDynamix 
would cost less to license and operate over time. “We realized our ‘super’ 

users could actually make changes quickly for themselves because it’s more 
agile, with a graphical user interface,” he says. “That would allow us to make 
changes on the fly.” 

‘A Really Nice System’ 

Using the solution’s no-code platform and out-of-the-box connectors to common 
applications, IT staff at SUNY Brockport have easily been able to integrate 
TeamDynamix with third-party software for themselves. Tech support technicians 
have found TeamDynamix easy to use as well. 

Even students, faculty, and other stakeholders have found the platform simpler 
to use. “More people are putting in their own service requests within the 
TeamDynamix portal,” IT Service Desk Manager Krystal Perlman says. “That 
speaks to its usability from an end user’s perspective.” Adds Cook: “It’s much 
easier for people to log in and see the status of their service requests. Within the 
first few months of implementing TeamDynamix, we had people around campus 
telling us: ‘This is a really nice system.’”

SUNY Brockport moved off ServiceNow and brought in 
TeamDynamix.

 

“We couldn’t do any of the things we do now with our old system without 
a significant increase in time and resources.”

- STEPHEN COOK, DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
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